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PRACTICAL POLICY.
BRIGHTER FUTURE.
WHAT WE DO

Fresh Energy’s overarching goal is to shape and drive progress toward a strong and prosperous Minnesota energy economy, and lead the Midwest’s critical role in our nation’s transition to highly efficient clean energy and transportation systems.

To accomplish this goal, we concentrate our efforts in the following six key areas: increasing renewable energy and energy efficiency; expanding transmission for renewables; improving transportation and the built environment in our communities; changing the narrative through increased coverage of key energy issues; retiring coal plants; and ultimately regulating and ratcheting down carbon pollution.

VISION
An economy we thrive in and energy that ensures our well-being.

MISSION
Shape and drive realistic, visionary energy policies that benefit all.
Dear Friends of Fresh Energy

Each year, Fresh Energy summarizes the hard work, achievements, and progress made over the past year. This year, the report will be slightly different—we have realigned our fiscal year so that planning and budgeting happen after changes in the policy landscape. Responsible stewardship of your investment in Fresh Energy’s mission drives us to plan in the most strategic and efficient way.

The shift in the start of our fiscal year from July to February created a one-time shortened reporting period (seven months) to allow for the start of a new fiscal year on February 1, 2015. Still, the shorter time period left plenty of room to make significant progress.

Thank you for everything you do for Fresh Energy.

Michael Noble
Executive Director
UPDATING THE HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS OF BURNING COAL

A 1992 Minnesota law (for which Fresh Energy advocated) requires the Public Utilities Commission to use cost values in resource acquisition and planning decisions that reflect the real costs that pollution from electricity generation imposes on society. The pollution values Minnesota currently uses have not been updated in nearly 20 years, and in that time there have been substantial advances in the scientific understanding of the health and environmental damages caused by burning fossil fuels. In September, regulators at the Public Utilities Commission voted unanimously to move forward on Fresh Energy’s petition asking it to update the real health and environmental costs to society. The result will be that Minnesota uses scientifically valid cost values in decisions about future investments in fossil fuel electricity.

INCREASED CAPACITY FOR CLEAN ENERGY

Thanks to detailed comments from Fresh Energy on the value of transmission for new renewable energy resources, the Public Utilities Commission approved a key segment of a regional transmission line, the MVP 3. Fresh Energy also strengthened the coalition of Midwest nongovernmental organizations that understand the need for additional transmission capacity to meet the region’s renewable energy goals and who also will actively support projects.

CHANGING THE FRAME ON ENERGY

It was a major year for Midwest Energy News, with highlights including a grant from the MacArthur Foundation to expand the publication’s influence and capacity, as well as acceptance into the Institute for Nonprofit News (INN), a national consortium of the nation’s top nonprofit news outlets.
STRONG LAUNCH SHOWS MINNESOTA GOT RULES RIGHT ON COMMUNITY SOLAR

In 2013, Fresh Energy helped to research, develop, and pass a community solar statute into law. In the past year, Fresh Energy has worked with the Public Utilities Commission to ensure strong market rules were adopted, and worked with media to inform and educate them about the program. In December, Xcel Energy announced it had received 427 applications totaling 420 megawatts of community solar gardens—a total greater than all similar programs in other states combined. Interest in the solar garden program shows that employers and community organizations are seeking ways to reduce their operating costs and contribute to building a better Minnesota.

GROWTH FOR UTILITY-SCALE SOLAR

The Minnesota Public Utilities Commission approved an innovative 100-megawatt proposal for utility-scale solar from Geronimo Energy. Thanks to the continued work by the Fresh Energy team to help develop a more competitive market for renewables, the project, nicknamed Aurora, beat natural gas on price alone. The Public Utilities Commission approved an additional 187 megawatts of utility-scale solar for Xcel.
IMPROVED ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN BUILDINGS

Minnesota adopted a new residential building code in 2014, a standard that increases energy efficiency by roughly 20 percent for new homes. Fresh Energy worked diligently to bring key voices to the table and encourage adoption of the new code. Now, not only will the new code lead to lower utility bills, but Minnesota has also added ventilation requirements to balance moisture and bring in fresh air, improving comfort and air quality for homeowners.

FINANCIAL REPORTING

Fresh Energy did not conduct an outside audit for the abbreviated, seven-month reporting period triggered by the change of Fresh Energy’s fiscal year end from June 30 to January 31. Fresh Energy’s Form 990-N for this period has been filed with the Internal Revenue Service and is available upon request. Fresh Energy’s next full audit, covering financial activities from July 1, 2014 to January 31, 2016 will be available in July 2016.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO SUPPORT ENERGY EFFICIENCY

The administrative law judge for a key rate case issued a positive set of recommendations that would limit fixed charges and align utility incentives to implement energy efficiency. After expansive input from Fresh Energy and key collaborators such as AARP, the judge recommended that the Public Utilities Commission reject Xcel’s request to increase fixed charges, as well as take steps forward with both decoupling and inclining block rates —frameworks that would help make the utility a champion of energy efficiency.

DONOR LIST

We thank the following members who generously donated from July 1, 2014, through January 31, 2015.

FOUNDATION AND PROGRAM SUPPORT

Anonymous
Argosy Foundation
Aveda
Blanchette Hooker Rockefeller Fund
Blue Cross Blue Shield
Climate Action Campaign
The Crown Family Energy Foundation
George Gund Foundation
Greater Minnesota Housing Fund
Joyce Foundation
MacArthur Foundation
The McKnight Foundation
C. S. Mott Foundation
RE-AMP

Rockefeller Brothers Fund
Rockefeller Family Better Tomorrow Fund
Rockefeller Family Fund
Western Resource Advocates
Wind on the Wires

POWER CIRCLES

Fresh Energy’s Power Circles recognize the leading individual, business, and organizational members who make generous unrestricted contributions of $1,000 and above each fiscal year. Through their commitment, Fresh Energy is able to promote laws and rules to create a clean energy system that sustains our economy, human health, and the environment.
**NEWTON CIRCLE**  
Members contributing a total of $10,000 or more in a fiscal year  
Aveda  
Mark and Kate Hanson  
The Lang Family Foundation  
The Dick and Joyce H. McFarland Family Fund of the Minneapolis Foundation  
McKnight Foundation  
The Pohlad Foundation  
SunEdison  
The David Winton Bell Foundation  
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Members contributing $1,000–$1,999 in a fiscal year.  
Anonymous  
Patricia Benn and Ned Crosby  
Amy and Paul Biewen  
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Leola Schruers  
Robert Secor  
Richard and Julie Shrub  
The Saint Paul Foundation, David Robinson and Janet Ekern  
SunShare  
Mary T'Kach  
Steve Wilson and Mary Shedd  

**CURIE CIRCLE**  
Members contributing $5,000–$10,000 in a fiscal year.  
Paul and Shannon Burke  
Campbell Foundation  
Clean Power Finance  
R. Michael and Sharon A. Conley  
Wendy Bennett and Kendall Powell  
Steven Leuthold Family Foundation  
Shayna Berkowitz and Phyllis Wiener and Still Ain't Satisfied, a Foundation with Attitude  
Kate Wolford and Ed Reilly  

**EDISON CIRCLE**  
Members contributing $2,000–$4,999 in a fiscal year.  
Donna W. Allan and Bill Mahlum  
Anonymous (2)  
Atomic Data  
Charles Sumner Bird Foundation  
David Chizek, MD  
Christine and Loren Danielson  
Alan and Lollie Eidsness  
Elmer L. & Eleanor J. Andersen Foundation  
Fredrikson & Byron  
Iberdrola Renewables  
Ross and Bridget Levin  
David and Sarah Lilja  
The Malcolm and Wendy McLean Fund  
M. A. Mortenson Construction  
The Nash Foundation  
James Uttley  
Jim Wolford  
Stuart Ackman  
Deepak G. Advani  
Mark Ahlstrom  
Sandra M. Ahlstrom  
Donna W. Allan and Bill Mahlum  
Betsy Allis and Bill Elwood  
Nathan Alinquist  
Tom and Beverly Alsleben  
American Association of University Women - Minneapolis Branch  
American Hellenic Educational Progressive Association  
No 66  
Ameriprise Financial Inc.  
An anonymous fund of The Minneapolis Foundation  
Randy and Bird Anderson  
Tom and Kathleen Anderson  
Sigurd Anderson  
Robert and Shirley Anderson  
Suzanne and Timothy Anderson  
Nancy Andrews  
Carol Andrews  
Dyann Andybur  
Anonymous (20)  
Jody Arman-Jones  
Tom Amsen  
Jason Astleford  
Atomic Data  
Aveda  
Rodney Baakonen  
Peter H. Bachman and Janet Rice Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation  
Jerold Bahl  
Gene and Lois Bakko  
Marc Ballbach and Chandra Coughlin  
Kara Bancroft  
Nancy Barks  
William Barton  
Sheila Bayle  
The David Winton Bell Foundation  
Larry Bemm  
Patricia Benn and Ned Crosby  
Joni Bennett  
Jim and Marsha Benshoof  
Alan Bensman  
Thomas and Margit Berg  
Peter Berglund  
John Berns  
Amy and Paul Biewen  
Bill and Kathy Bigelow  
Amanda Bilek  
Jeannie Bird  
Adam Birr  
Ginny Black  
Eric Blank and Nancy Printz  
Charles Boardman  
Gary and Sharon Borg  
Jim and Ruth Bowyer  
Steve Boyd-Smith  
Chuck Bragg  
Cindy Brausen  
Ralph and Mary Brindle  
Mary Brink  
Thomas Brinkman  
Jeffrey S. Broberg  
Broder's Minneapolis  
Char Brooker and Gene Mammenga  
Elton and Emily Brown  
Janet Brown  
Marcia Brown  
Laurel Browne  
Terrance Brueck  
Bill Bruins  
Deborah Annette Bryant  
Kathryn Buckley  
Kristin Burger  
Paul and Shannon Burke  
Philip Bush and Kathryn Bishop  
Bill and Ann Bushnell  
Cafe Ena  
John and Dorothy Callahan  
Sharon Camburn  
Campbell Foundation  
Joel and Alexandra Cannon  
Barbara Pilling and Daniel Carlson  
Carolyn Foundation  
Steve Carpes  
Richard Carter  
Laurie Casagrande  
Brett Cease  
Mark Chapin  
Clarence Chaplin  
Charles Sumner Bird Foundation  
Laurie Chasteen and Gary Douglas Laurent  
Susan Cheney and David Arbeit  
Christopher Childs
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David Chizek, MD
Mary Lou Christensen
Whitney and Sarah Clark
Daniel Clarkin
Clean Power Finance
Steve and Christine Clemens
Dick and Pat Clemmer
Robert and Diane Coderre
Robert Colbert
Community Shares of Minnesota
Richard Condon
R. Michael and Sharon A. Conley
Rae Cornelius
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Katy Lowery
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John and Mary Lundquist
Sarah Lynch
M. A. Mortenson Construction
Leslie Mackenzie
Geneva MacMillan
Tim and Dianne Madsen
Anne Maley
Gary Malinowski
Maria Surma Manka and Joram Manka
Mankato Area Environmentalists
James Christopher Manolis and Emily Kay Green
Karim and Larry Margolis
Lynne and Howard Markus
Alice Marszalek
Jennifer Martin
John Marty
Thomas Matkovits
Lotti Matkovits
Dave Matusiak
Elias Mazikowski
Mike McCluskey
The Dick and Joyce H. McFarland Family Fund of the Minneapolis Foundation
Richard and Joyce McFarland
Bill and Mary McGill
Perry H. McGowan
Jack and Barbara McGowan
Kerry McGrain
Louise McKlveen
McKnight Foundation
The Malcolm and Wendy McLean Fund
Tom and Aggie Meium
Douglas Mensing
Beth Mercer-Taylor
Susan Meyers
Stacy Miller
Christopher Miller
Minnesota Community Foundation
Minnesota Environmental Fund
Lucy Mitchell
Jan Mitchell
Greg Mizer
Linda Moline
Ah-l Monahan
Mario Monesterio
Margot and Bjorn Monson
Emily Moore
Judith Moore
John Mooy
Marilyn More
Liz Morris Otto
Garth Morrisey
Teresa M. Morrow
Katie Mortenson
Paul Moss
Larry Muelken
Thomas R. Mueller
Susan and Michael Mullin
Gerald and Diane Mundt
Mason and Gwen Myers
Christy Myers
The Nash Foundation
Craig and Patricia Neal on behalf of Heartland Inc.
Charlotte Neigh
Caryl Nelson
Carl Nelson
Jack and Sara Nelson-Pallmeyer Network For Good
Richard Neville
Jane Newman and Amy Lange
Richard Newmark
Cecelia Newton
Carolyn Niesen
Duane Ninneman
Mark and Mary Jo Nissen
Will Nissen and Julia Jackson
Susan Nixon and Walter Lentz
Michael and Patsy Noble
Jean M. Noble
Rich and Raymonde Noer
Ardis and John Nohner-Black
Colleen and James Novak
William Nynas
Christopher O’Brien
Susan Ode
Theresa Olsen
Patricia A. Olson
Emily Onello
Gabe Ornsby
Rebekah Ormsby
Steve and Shelley Orr
Dick and Judy Ottman
Douglas Owens-Pike
Marion Padilla
Joseph F. Palen
Ellen Palmer and Scott Alsleben
Nancy Palmer
Warren Park and Patty Park
Paula and Wayson Parker
Eric Pasi
Helen Paul
Karyn Paulman and Stephen Paulman
Ken and Siobhann Paulman
Garry George and Beth Pearlman
Walter Pearson
Gloria Peck
Patrick and Kaia Pelstring
Lois Petersen
Donna and Richard Peterson
Kathryn Peterson
Brian Peterson-Delacueva
Doug Petty
Deb and Doug Pierce
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Dorothy Piranian
Linda Platt
Elizabeth Plummer
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Stephen Polasky
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Kevin Porter
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Greg and Pat Pratt
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Matt Privratsky
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Paul and Peg Quinn
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Robert Rossi and S. Alex Schwartz
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Sandy and Jim Rummel
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Third Level Design
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Sarah Clark
Director, Program Advancement

Rob Davis
Director, Strategic Communications

Allen Gleckner
Senior Policy Associate

Meher Khan
Communications Associate

J. Drake Hamilton
Science Policy Director

Henry Kellison
Policy Fellow

Holly Lahd
Director, Electricity Markets

Alison Lindburg
Director, Built Environment

Katy Lowery
Director, Partner Relations

Will Nissen
Senior Policy Associate

Michael Noble
Executive Director

Leigh Onkka
Partner Relations Associate

Ellen Palmer
Director, Operations and Finance

Ben Passer
Policy Associate

Ken Paulman
Managing Editor, Digital Media Projects

Matt Privratsky
Senior Communications Specialist

Dylan Sievers
Policy Coordinator

Sarah Weiss
Administrative Assistant

Alexis Williams
Engagement Specialist

Danielle Winner
Policy Associate

BOARD
Representing fiscal year 2014-15

Donna W. Allan
Director, Office of Transit (retired)
Minnesota Department of Transportation

Randy Anderson
Senior Product Manager
Boston Scientific Corp.

Jeffrey S. Broberg, LPG, REM
Senior Environmental Project Manager/
Professional Geologist
McGhie & Betts/WSB & Associates

Emily M. Chad
Attorney
Fredrikson & Byron

Joe DeVito
Cofounder and CEO
SolarStone

Anita S. Duckor (Chair)
President
Duckor & Associates

Cody Fleischfresser
Manager, Interactive Marketing
Ameriprise Financial

Nicholas Garbis
Workforce Intelligence Leader,
Power & Water
General Electric Company

Rich Lehman (Treasurer)
Partner
Boulay Group

CHRIS O’BRIEN
Clean Energy Business Consultant

Beth Pearlman
Senior Producer
Tremendous! Entertainment

Raj V. Rajan, Ph.D.
RD&E VP, Global Sustainability
Technical Leader
Ecolab

Gary Schokmiller (Vice Chair)
President
Trio Executive Search

Richard G. Shrubb, Ph.D.
President (retired)
Minnesota West Community and
Technical College

Anne Weyandt, J.D., Ed.D.
(Chair Emeritus)
Dean of Adult and Applied Education
St. Catherine University

FISCAL YEAR 2014-15 OFFICERS

Anita S. Dukor, Chair
Gary Schokmiller, Vice Chair
Rich Lehman, Treasurer

VOLUNTEERS

Richard Condon
Elizabeth De Baut
David Hartwell
Mark Hanson
Nancy Hoyt
Seth Hoyt
Kathleen Jones
Bridget Levin
Ross Levin
Ramez Naam
Lisa Ringer
Jigar Shah
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